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Disclosures

Objectives

✤ Understand barriers and pitfalls in ACP

✤ Describe novel approaches to ACP

✤ Outline simple steps to approach sustainable innovation in ACP

✤ Reflect on opportunities ripe for innovation in ACP
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Outline

✤ Definitions and problems with the status quo

✤ Barriers to change

✤ The Copilots In Care story

✤ Novel approaches to ACP

✤ Learnings and insights from the field

✤ Opportunities for innovation

✤ How to start

Ground-rules

✤ Conversation

✤ A surgical perspective

✤ “Management is simple, innovation is 
hard” -James Cook

✤ Assumptions
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Definitions

✤ Decisions & Discussion about future care

✤ Dedicated visit, proxy, bill

Problem with the status quo

The Most Important Conversation 
Americans Are Not Having

✤ 82% of Americans say it is important to put their end 
of life wishes in writing            Source: Survey of Californians by the California HealthCare 

Foundation (2012)

23% have done it

✤ 80% say they want to talk with their doctors about 
end of life care                     Source: Survey of Californians by the California HealthCare Foundation 

(2012)

7% have done it

✤ 70% of Americans say they prefer to die at home Source: 

Centers for Disease Control (2005)

70% die in hospitals, nursing homes, or long-
term care facilities
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-Perception

✤ Patients: “I’ve already take care of this” -or-
“That’s not something I need to think about 
now”

✤ Providers- “There’s still more we can do”

✤ Family- “I thought hospice is where you go to 
die”

-Partnerships

✤ Our colleagues - a lack of understanding

✤ Our payers - a lack of trust

✤ Misaligned incentives 

-Performance

Advance care planning improves end of life care and patient and family satisfaction and reduces stress, 
anxiety, and depression in surviving relatives. End of life wishes were much more likely to be known and 
followed in the intervention group (25/29, 86%) compared with the control group (8/27, 30%; P<0.001)

“There are no public cost effectiveness studies. Instead studies usually focus on healthcare savings, usually 
associated with reduced demand for hospital care. Advance care planning appears to be associated with healthcare 
savings for some people in some circumstances.” “There is a need for clearer articulation of the likely 
mechanisms by which advance care planning can lead to reduced care costs or improved cost-
effectiveness” 
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Counseling and Cost

✤ EOL conversation associated with less life 
sustaining procedures and ICU admissions 
CWC, Arch of Int Med 

✤ Pts who had EOL conversations: Arch of Int Med, JAMA

Less likely to be admitted to/die ICU in 
last week of life

More likely to receive output hospice 

Experienced less physical distress

-Performance

✤ Motivation

✤ Intensity > technique

✤ Attitude

-Purview

✤ ACP is not enough 

“Despite receiving less aggressive end-of-life care, patients in the palliative care group had significantly longer 
survival than those in the standard care group (median survival, 11.6 vs. 8.9 months; P=0.02)”
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-Purview

-Purview

Usual care Palliative care

Mean adjust 
cost 

$20,222 +/- $30,026
$12,670 +/- $12,523

Formidable Barriers 
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-Time, family, timing 

-Training, system, integration 

59%
Has integration

Where to start - novel approaches
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-Viewpoint

✤ Align incentives

✤ Private business for social 
good

✤ Scale

• Business model

• Technology

• Top of license 

-Team
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-Team

-Approach- human centered design

-Prototype - test - iterate - REPEAT!

✤ Google survey - Written Booklet - SICG - Web Platform
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-Early pilot data ✤ Physician assisted suicide

-Early pilot data 
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-Early pilot data 

-Financing 

✤ Friends and family

✤ Seed

✤ Private investors

-Commercial contract  

✤ Integrated health systems

✤ Hospital based ACO’s

✤ Managed Medicaid

✤ Medicare Advantage

✤ BND- terms, scope
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-Systematized process 

-Systematized process 

✤ Hiring

✤ On-boarding

• Module 1 - Natural trajectory of dying

• Module 2 - Palliative Care and Hospice.

• Module 3 - Understanding how advance directives are used in emergencies.

• Module 4 - Goals Based Interviewing

• Module 5 - Navigating difficult conversations

-Industry - ACP
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-Qventus- machine learning 

✤ Opportunity in machine learning

✤ Learn and improve without being 
programmed

✤ "A computer program is said to learn from 
experience E with respect to some class of 
tasks T and performance measure P if its 
performance at tasks in T, as measured by 
P, improves with experience E”

✤ Predicting hospital mortality

-Palliative care - care management

-Academic
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-Academic

-Academic

-Academic- surgery
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-Academic- surgery

✤ Prognosis

✤ Collect and elicit

✤ Inform

✤ Summarize

✤ Pause

✤ Options

✤ Goals

✤ Recommend

✤ Suggest

-Non-profit

Learnings
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-Operational 

✤ It takes a village

• Academics + entreps + designers + 
technologists + business

• Team is everything 

✤ Lessons from Charlie Wilsons war

• It’s all about the end game

✤ Commit to a path, but be merciless in testing 

• Wayfinding is tough 

-Business model and development  

✤ Start small and fast

• n=500 is table-stakes

✤ Be thoughtful about unit economics

✤ The importance of ROI

✤ 3:1 rule

-Barriers   

✤ 18 month sales cycle

✤ Overcoming build vs buy

✤ A fully integrated  approach

✤ Taking risk 
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-Unlikely partners    

✤ ACP for high net worth individuals

✤ The importance of churn

-Capturing Insights 

✤ As a…. I want to…. So that….

As a…. I want… So that…

PCP (Long term care) help with completing ACP and POLST
it actually gets done well (just another form 

in a stack I have to get through)

PCP, Geriatrician
a way to bill for couple hours I spend on 

the phone per day with family
I can generate revenue for my work

PCP, Geriatrician
inform patients of what life looks like after 

a procedure, resuscitation
they know what they are committing 

themselves to

PCP, Geriatrician
pt/family to understand that POLST is for 

what you want now, not in future
they don't fill it out wrong, not get CPR 

when they would have wanted it

Palliative care doctor
teach docs how to be more precise in 

their documenation
I can understand what they mean by 
"talked to family- discussed GOC"

Palliative care doctor
my patients to know that I treat them all the 

same, regardless of race
they are able to hear what I say 

Oncologist PCP's to lead ACP conversations
I don't have to address it on the first 

inpatient admission

Opportunity
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-Fair compensation    

✤ Billing for ACP 
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✤ IDEO 

✤ Google sprints

-Human centered design

-“Tech-enabled” palliative care for PCP’s
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-Reaching across the isle

✤ Health plans

✤ Anthem blue consulting proposal

-Reaching across the isle

✤ Surgeons

• Barriers

• Need

• Supply

• Approaches

-Reaching across the isle

Barriers

• SDM? - “I don’t want to give up on her 
yet, I think we can pull her out of this”

• Surgical “buy-in”

Solutions

• Define the triggers

• Vision - expanding the “tribe”
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-Reaching across the isle

• Surgical palliative are immersion training 

• Patient centeredness and quality of conversations

-Lessons from marketing 

✤ Breakaway brands

• The need to categorize

• Challenging category definitions

• Differentiation 
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-Lessons from marketing 

✤ Hostile marketing

• Take it or leave it

• Laying down the gauntlet

• “It’s even smaller than you think”

• Honesty - Authenticity 

Engage in innovation
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-Getting started

✤ Start your own

• Think in slides

• Why does this need to exist in the 
world

• How are people currently solving 
this?

• Why are current solutions not good 
enough?

-The business model canvas

-Gut checks

✤ Team

✤ Market size

✤ Proposed solution and initial traction

✤ CAC 

• Point of need

✤ Value prop, benefits

• Once in, why do they keep coming back?

✤ Business model

• Unit economics, CAC/LTV
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-Gut checks

✤ Go2market

✤ Scale

✤ Technology

✤ Competitive landscape

✤ Competitive advantage

✤ Moats - differentiators 

-Getting started

✤ Consults

✤ Advice

✤ Culture

✤ Read

-Primary care innovation
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-Show me the money 

✤ Team, team, team

✤ Grit

-Financing is out there 

✤ Healthcare VC + PE

• Seed-

• Impact

• Strategic

• Incubators/accelerator
s

-Having what everyone wants 

✤ Experience

✤ Test ground

✤ Resources

✤ Patients, providers, business 
school, innovation center
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